
Sponsoring the GF Piping Systems
Walk For Water



Event History
In 2001, George and Molly Greene started Water Mission 
with a vision that all people have safe water.  Molly also 
wanted to provide an opportunity for others to 
understand the day-to-day experience of the 2 billion 
people affected by the global water crisis.  So, in 2006, 
Water Mission created the Walk for Water to simulate 
the trek women and children make every day to collect 
water.  This event started in Charleston, South Carolina, 
but has spread to multiple locations across the United 
States and around the world.  

The 8th annual GF Walk for Water will take place on 
October 5th in three GF locations.  Over the past seven 
years, the Walk has brought thousands of people access 
to clean, safe water around the world.  Your  
sponsorship and participation in this year’s Walk will 
help us continue the momentum.

We walk, so others 
dont have to.

Why Sponsor?
When you sponsor the Walk for Water, you’re using
your platform to transform lives around the world.
You can inspire your neighbors to raise funds and
awareness to fight the global water crisis.

Becoming a Walk sponsor is a great way to increase
employee engagement and community goodwill. By
creating a company Walk team and inviting others to
join, you create connections and inspire people to
come together for a good cause. Plus, your
contribution is tax-deductible to the extent allowed
by the law.

Sponsor us 
Walk For Water - October 5th, 2024
Irvine CA, Little Rock AR, Shawnee OK



*Logo shown on Walk for Water web pages (from Water Mission and GF) will link to your comapny website

SPONSOR LEVEL PRESENTER GOLD SILVER BRONZE SUPPORTER

$15,000+ $10,000+ $5,000+ $2,500+ $1,000+

Featured in Pre-Event 
Content

X X X X X

Featured in Post-Event 
Content

X X X X X

Featured on Walk for 
Water webpages* 

X X X X X

Featured on Event 
T-Shirt

X X X X X

Featured on Event 
Banners

X X X

Featured on Event Walk 
Signage

X X

Walk with Leadership 
at Event

X

Walk Day Recognition X X X

Guest Speaker at Event X  

Waived Walker Fee    
(10 walkers)

X

LOGO SIZE used Large Large Large Medium Small

On October 5, 2024 GF will help bring the community together at one of our 3 GF locations 
to raise funds and awareness to fight the global water crisis. As a sponsor of the Walk for 
Water, you will receive the following benefits:



Water Mission is an engineering nonprofit that builds sustainable safe 
water solutions for people in developing countries, refugee camps, and 
disaster areas. Since 2001, Water Mission has served more than 8 
million people in 60 countries, sharing safe water and the message of 
God’s love. Charity Navigator has awarded Water Mission its top four-star 
rating 15 years in a row, a distinction shared by only 1% of the charities 
rated by the organization. To learn more, visit watermission.org

To register as a sponsor, please contact:

Jenny Bui 
(405)-878-4934
jenny.bui@georgfischer.com

Shawnee, OK

Or scan this QR code to register your interest in becoming a sponsor:

For more information, please visit gfwalkforwater.com

https://www.gfps.com/en-us/about-us/events/walkforwater/w4w_sponsorship.html
www.gfwalkforwater.com
mailto:jenny.bui@georgfischer.com

